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Abstract

In this paper we propose a novel method to combine

the results of multiple text line recognition systems. The

method uses a recursive approach and re-examines those

parts in a text line which have been rejected based on the

initial combination of the base recognisers’ results. By

means of the new method, the search space can be re-

duced, and therefore more accurate recognition results

can be expected. Experiments conducted on the IAM

database show that the proposed method is able to im-

prove the recognition rate compared to a standard combi-

nation scheme.

Keywords: Handwritten Text Line Recognition, Multi-

ple Classifier Systems, Hidden Markov Models

1. Introduction

Handwriting recognition has been addressed by many

researchers. In character, digit, and isolated word recog-

nition high recognition rates have been achieved which

enable successful applications in the fields of postal ad-

dress reading [3] and cheque processing [7]. Most of the

systems reported in literature consider constrained recog-

nition problems, involving a small vocabulary or specific

writing instruments. The recognition of general handwrit-

ten text is still a widely unexplored field with many open

problems. Everyone has their own writing style, differ-

ent writing instruments can be used, and the number of

word classes is usually huge. Furthermore, the difficult

problem of segmentation occurs when moving from word

to text recognition because the correct number of words

in a text line is unknown in advance. Therefore, rather

low recognition rates of only 50% to 80% have been re-

ported in literature for general handwritten text recogni-

tion [9, 17, 19, 20].

Multiple classifier systems have successfully been ap-

plied to improve the classification accuracy in many dif-

ferent fields of pattern recognition [10, 14]. Voting and

similar strategies have shown good potential to improve

the classification accuracy compared to a single classi-

fication system. In the domain of handwriting recogni-

tion, classifier combination has often been applied for iso-

lated character and single word recognition. However, the

combination of handwritten text recognisers has been pro-

posed only recently. This kind of combination requires

some additional synchronisation mechanism because the

number of words in the recognised word sequences might

differ. Usually, a sequence alignment procedure is applied

to synchronise the word sequences output by the individ-

ual base recognisers. Then, a standard voting method can

be applied to extract the final result from the synchronised

sequences.

The contribution of the present paper is a novel archi-

tecture for the combination of multiple recognisers, which

involves recursive recognition. In the overall combined

system, all parts of a text line are rejected where too many

individual recognisers disagree. The rejected parts are

subjected to an additional round of recognition. Rejec-

tion and re-recognition can be iterated several times. With

an increasing number of rejection and re-recognition cy-

cles, those parts of a text line that undergo recognition are

becoming increasingly smaller. Hence the overall search

space of the recogniser is gradually reduced. Because the

search space is reduced, larger parts can be explored by

the sub-optimal search strategy during the decoding step.

In general, this leads to different recognition results. The

probability that the correct word sequence is among the

explored parts increases because a more exhaustive search

is performed. Therefore, we can expect that the recogni-

tion becomes more accurate.

The remaining part of this paper is organised as fol-

lows. Related work is summarised in the next section. In

Sect. 3 the recursive recognition procedure is introduced.

Recognition, combination, rejection, cutting, and pasting,

which are the essential steps of the proposed method, are

explained in detail. Experiments and results are provided

in Sect. 4 and conclusions are drawn in the last section of

the paper.

2. Related Work

In offline handwriting recognition, improvements by

means of multiple classifier systems have been reported

for handwritten character, numeral, word, and word se-

quence recognition.

An automatic self-configuration scheme to combine

multiple character recognition systems has been proposed

in [18]. For this scheme genetic algorithms are used.
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Figure 1. Recursive recognition overview.

In numeral recognition, the application of statistical

combination methods has been reported in [6]. Especially

the behaviour knowledge space methods were able to suc-

cessfully combine the classifiers. In [22] a framework to

combine numeral string recognisers was proposed. This

framework uses a graph-based approach for combination.

An evaluation of several decision combination strate-

gies for handwritten word recognition has been reported

in [4]. Borda count methods, fuzzy integrals, and mul-

tilayer perceptrons have been compared. In [5] various

ensemble methods, including bagging, boosting, and fea-

ture subspace methods have been applied to handwritten

word recognition. Hidden Markov Model based recognis-

ers have been automatically generated by modification of

the training set.

In handwritten text line recognition additional effort

is required to synchronise the word sequences. In [11] a

heuristic approach to align and combine multiple hand-

written text line recognisers has been used. Positional in-

formation of the recognised words is exploited to reduce

the search space of the alignment. A novel method to gen-

erate ensembles of text line recognition systems has been

introduced in [2]. Based on specific integration of a statis-

tical language model multiple recognisers have been built.

3. Methodology

This section describes the proposed recursive recogni-

tion schema. First, an overview is given. The individual

parts of the process are then described in greater detail.

Figure 2 provides an illustrating guiding example of the

entire recursive recognition process.

3.1. Overview

A system overview is shown in Fig. 1. First the hand-

written input text is recognised by n independent base

(a) Recognition results of R1, R2, R3:

R1: leave is the autumn

R2: leave in that autumn

R3: leave is that autumn

(b) Alignment of the word sequences:

R1: leave is the autumn

R2: leave in that autumn

R3: leave is that autumn

(c) Result of the re-recognition step:

R1: in the

R2: in the

R3: in that

(d) Final result with the TakeRevoted pasting strategy:

leave in the autumn

(e) Final result with the TakeOriginal pasting strategy:

leave in that autumn

Figure 2. Example of the recursive recognition step.

recognisers. The results of these recognisers are then

combined. Based on a confidence measure we reject cer-

tain parts of the combined result. The rejected parts are

cut from the original input image and resubmitted to the

recognition process. This recursion can be applied multi-

ple times. Finally, the recognised parts are pasted together

to build the final transcription.

3.2. Recognition and Combination

In the first processing step, the handwritten input text

is recognised by n different base recognisers individu-

ally. The output of the recognisers are n word sequences

each of which is a textual representations of the handwrit-

ten text line. Note that the number of words in these

sequences may differ. In the example of Fig. 2 three

base recognisers (R1, R2, R3) output a transcription for

the handwritten input text leave in the autumn (Fig. 2a).

Notice that none of the base recognisers correctly recog-

nises the input.

To combine the output word sequences of the base

recognisers we first use an alignment procedure to syn-

chronise the sequences. Then, we apply a voting strategy

to the individual segments of the alignment.

A heuristic extension of the standard sequence align-

ment method [21] is used to align the word sequences.

The heuristics enable us to reduce the search space by us-

ing positional information as proposed in [11]. The re-

sult of the alignment procedure is a sequence of segments

which contain the recognised words. In our example the

alignment results in four segments, as shown in Fig. 2b.



Table 1. Recognition rates of the three base recog-

nisers.

Recogniser Recognition Rate

R1 63.06%

R2 58.71%

R3 55.33%

Table 2. Recognition rates of the different cut-

ting (Plain/Average) and pasting strategies (Tak-

eRevoted/TakeOriginal)

Baseline System 63.85%

Plain TakeRevoted 63.78%

TakeOriginal 64.59%

Average TakeRevoted 63.19 %

TakeOriginal 64.69%

To each of the aligned segments we then apply a

weighted voting strategy to extract the combination result.

The weights are proportional to the recognition rates of the

individual recognisers.

3.3. Rejection and Cutting Methods

Depending on how many recognisers agree on their

decision we define a confidence measure. Based on this

confidence measure we can then reject certain parts of the

input. For example, if each recogniser outputs a different

word, we reject this part. In the example of Fig. 2 we only

accept if all recognisers agree on their decision. There-

fore, the second and the third word are rejected (Fig. 2b).

An additional round of recognition is then applied to

the rejected parts. To be able to re-recognise the rejected

parts we need a suitable cutting method. Because the start-

ing and ending points of the recognised words may be

different for the n recognised word sequences, it is not

trivial to find suitable starting and ending points for the

re-recognition step. If we choose the starting point of a

part too far to the left, we risk to have an additional, al-

ready correctly recognised, word in the cut part. On the

other hand, if the start point is too much to the right, part

of a word can be removed, thus making a correct recogni-

tion impossible. The same problems but in opposite order

occur for the ending point. For these reasons we propose

two different cutting methods:

Plain The rejected parts are cut for each of the n recog-

nisers individually. Thus, for each extracted seg-

ment we have n starting points (s1, . . . , sn) and n

ending points (e1, . . . , en). Recogniser Ri then per-

forms the re-recognition on the part between si and

ei.

Average A common part is cut for all the n recognisers.

The average starting point s =
1

n

∑
n

i=1
si and the

average ending point e =
1

n

∑
n

i=1
ei are used for

this purpose.
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Figure 3. Error-rejection plot.

3.4. Recursive Recognition

Once we have cut the parts that need further exami-

nation, we can apply the re-recognition step. We resub-

mit the extracted parts to the same base recognisers. The

motivation for this procedure is that we can dramatically

reduce the search space when we don’t have to recognise

a whole text line but only a part of it. The re-recognition

step is identical to the initial recognition except for the

reduced input sequences. The same recognition proce-

dure is used and the same statistical language model sup-

ports the recognition process. Nevertheless, we can ex-

pect more accurate recognition, because the decoding step

which performs the recognition implements a sub-optimal

search strategy. The search space of the re-recognised

parts is usually much smaller than the original one. Be-

cause the search space is smaller it can then be explored

more deeply. Thus, we increase the probability that the

correct words are considered during the decoding step and

can therefore expect recognition becoming more accurate.

The result of the re-recognition step in our example is

shown in Fig. 2c. While the recognisers now agree on

first word in, they still disagree on the second word.

The results of the re-recognition steps are then com-

bined according to the same combination scheme as the

original recognition results. If there are still parts to be

rejected we can recursively invoke another round of re-

recognition. To stop the recursion process we simply de-

fine a maximal number of iterations.

3.5. Pasting Methods

Once the recursive recognition has finished we have to

include the results of the cut parts in the original result. It

may occur that some parts still do not fulfil the acceptance

criteria. To get the final result for these parts as well we

propose two different strategies:

TakeRevoted The results of the last recognition step are

combined and provide the results for the cut parts.

TakeOriginal The results of the first recognition step are

combined and provide the results for the cut parts.

In the example of Fig. 2, we decide to use the re-

recognition step only once and therefore apply the past-
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Figure 4. Distribution of the length of the input sequences in pixel. On the left, the lengths of the original text lines are

shown whereas the lengths of the extracted parts which are submitted to re-recognition are shown at the right.

ing methods immediately after the result in Fig. 2c has

been produced. The TakeRevoted method (d) provides the

correct transcription whereas the TakeOriginal method (e)

produces an error at the third word.

4. Experiments and Results

In the experiments we use three different base recog-

nisers (R1, R2, R3) which are combined according to the

proposed scheme.

4.1. Experimental Setup

Each of the three recognisers (R1, R2, R3) is based on

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [15] and is trained on

the same dataset. Additionally, the same statistical lan-

guage model supports the decoding step. However, the

recognisers are different in terms of feature extraction and

state modeling.

Geometric features are used by recogniser R1 [12].

For each character, an individual number of states is deter-

mined with the quantile method [23]. Six Gaussians are

used to model the output distribution of each state.

The input of recogniser R2 is a pixel-based feature

stream [19]. The Bakis method is used to determine the

number of states per character [1]. The output distribution

is again modelled with six Gaussians.

The last recogniser (R3) we use is also based on the

geometric features introduced in [12]. In contrast to R1

the number of states is determined with the Bakis method

and only a single Gaussian is used to model the output

distribution.

All data used to train and test the system originate from

the IAM1 database [13]. The HMM models are trained on

1530 text lines written by 35 writers. The test set consists

of 572 text lines written by fifteen writers. The considered

task is writer independent which means that no writer who

contributed to the test set is used to train the system. The

underlying lexicon contains 4207 word instances and is

the union of all words occurring in the training and test

1The IAM database is publicly available for download at

http://www.iam.unibe.ch/∼fki/iamDB

set. The statistical language model we used to support the

decoding step is a bigram language model [16] which was

extracted from the LOB corpus [8].

4.2. Testset Results

The recognition rates of the three base recognisers

(R1, R2, R3) are summarised in Tab. 1. The geometric

feature based recogniser R1, which uses a mixture of six

Gaussians, clearly outperforms recognisers R2 and R3.

As a baseline system we use the combination of

R1, R2, and R3 according to the combination methods de-

scribed in Sect. 3 without rejections and re-recognition.

The recognition rate of this baseline system is 63.85%.

Thus, the combination of the three recognisers without re-

cursion already outperforms the best single recogniser R1.

The goal is now to show that the recursive recognition has

the potential to perform even better.

The error-reject characteristic of the new system is

shown in Fig. 3. We can either force the system to accept

each combination result (error rate: 36.15%), accept if at

least two of the recognisers produce the same result (er-

ror rate: 25.49%), or accept only if all recognisers agree

(error rate: 14.66%).

For the sake of simplicity we apply the recursive

recognition only once. This means that the rejected

parts are resubmitted to the recognition process only one

time. We accept words that occur at least in the result

of two recognisers. The other words are rejected and re-

recognised.

The results on the test set are summarised in Tab. 2.

We can see that the TakeOriginal pasting method is able

to improve the performance whereas the TakeRevoted

method leads to some performance decrease. The best

performing system uses the Average cutting method and

the TakeOriginal pasting method which yields a recogni-

tion rate of 64.69%.

One distinctive feature of the proposed method is a re-

duction of the length of the input image. This enables us

to perform a more accurate recognition. The reduction of

the length of the input sequences is illustrated in Fig. 4. In

the recursive recognition step the input images are, on av-



erage, more than five times shorter than the original input.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a novel method to combine multiple

text line recognisers. The novelty we introduce is a recur-

sive recognition step which enables us to resubmit the dif-

ficult parts of a text line to a second round of recognition.

Because only parts of the text lines are re-recognised we

can reduce the search space and therefore expect to obtain

a more accurate recognition.

In the proposed system, each of the base recognisers

outputs a transcription of the handwritten input text first.

These word sequences are then combined. Based on how

many recognisers agree in their decision, certain parts of

the combination result are rejected. Next, we cut the re-

jected parts from the original image and resubmit them to

the recognition process. All recognised parts are pasted

together to build the final word sequence.

Experiments conducted on the IAM database show

that the proposed method is able to improve the recog-

nition rate compared to a standard combination scheme.
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